How to Keep Your Bathroom Clean

**Shower Rose and Drain**

Regularly wipe shower head. Clean soap from shelf and wash shower floor and remove hair from the drain. Sweep the bathroom walls and floor. Use soapy water to clean, scrub all surfaces. Rinse with clean water to avoid sticky surfaces.

**Floors and Walls**

**Basin and Taps**

Clean basin, wipe over tap and light switches. Wipe over waste pipe.

**Clothing Line**

Wipe over clothes line

**Toilet**

Clean toilet seat, base of the toilet bowl and roll holder with paper towel and all purpose cleaner. Clean inside of toilet bowl with a suitable toilet cleaner/cleaning liquid. Wipe over cistern and buttons

**Mirror**

Spray the mirror and other glass with a glass cleaner and wipe dry

For further information please contact: mrs.operations.uc@monash.edu